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What are BetterPoints?

IN SHORT

• Digital currency earned for 

getting active or doing good.

• Part of a Behaviour Change 

System

• Reward programmes with a 

difference.

• Redeemed in the high street 

or donated to charity.

IN DETAIL

• BetterPoints are a financially backed digital 

currency

• This currency flows through our behaviour

change platform, App, Portal, CMS, Digital 

Dashboard, API. 

• BetterPoints programmes are bespoke & 

evidence based. 

• We provide a range of online and high street 

rewards, and local offers.

• BetterPoints donations can be converted back 

to cash to pay local causes  and charities.

• As a company we use the name BetterPoints

but AKA RYW Community Systems.
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Behaviour Change Approach

Our behaviour change model is based on well established 

approaches such as New Economic Foundation’s  ‘Five Ways 

to Wellbeing’ and DEFRA’s 4Es ‘Sustainability Behaviour

Change Model’.
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It’s as easy as 1 – 2 – 3

IN SHORT

1. Download our app 

2. Record activity and earn 

BetterPoints

3. Redeem your 

BetterPoints for rewards or 

donate to charity
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Activity Logging, Rewards & Donations
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Distance, Duration & Event-based 

Activities
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• Fully Customisable

Portal 

• Administrators CMS 

Flexible Behaviour Change Platform

• Activity & 

Reward Control

• Voucher

Management
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• Individual History Reports

• User and Activity Visualisation

• Heat Maps

• Self Report Tools

• Direct Engagement

Reporting Tools & Dashboard
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"Although I had planned to get 

myself a John Lewis voucher, 

when the time came I thought, 

why don't I donate these 

points to Cotteridge Park? I'm 

so lucky to live in an area with 

so many beautiful green 

spaces, and this helps me and 

others. There are so many 

people giving their time to 

keep the parks going, and 

since I just don't have that to 

spare, this is a great way for 

me to give back to my 

community and do something 

for myself as well.” – Kate 

Social Media & Community Building

http://cotteridgepark.org.uk/
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Does it 

Work?
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Case Study – Birmingham Active Parks

• Birmingham City Council’s Wellbeing team, Sept 2014

• Capture and measure activity that fell outside of the scope of 

structured projects 

• Demonstrate the value to public health of “informal” activity in 

the city’s parks.

• Aim of incentivising users to increase their levels of physical 

activity and recording it via a smartphone app. 

• Started in parks and is extending to elsewhere in the city e.g. 

Wellbeing Centres, Re-Use Centres, Canal Paths
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Active Parks – Outcomes 

The app is gaining in popularity:

Registrations increasing month on month 15 in month one to over 

230 in January 2016 

We are engaging hard to reach groups:

More than 50% of participants in the Active Parks programme are 

from the top 30% most deprived areas (IMD) 

We are helping those most in need:

53% of participants are from the top 30% most deprived health 

domain bands (IMD)
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Testimonials

“Knowing that the sooner I've finished a run or a walk the quicker I'll have 

accumulated enough points for another voucher is often enough to get me out of the 

house when I'm struggling to stay motivated. It's definitely helped me to be more 

active and I feel so much better on it." Jenny, Birmingham

" Anyone can use the app, its easy. Getting out there is the hard part...especially in 

bad weather. But once you're outside, going at your own pace, it changes 

everything. “ Kate, Birmingham

" This app is amazing and I have lost so much weight because of this app! :) “ Anon

“Having signed up to your scheme and signed up to your scheme and thoroughly 

enjoying the motivational factor of your reward scheme, not to mention my waistline” 

Darrell, Birmingham
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Indications of Behaviour Change: 

Birmingham Active Parks & BetterCommute
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Evidence – Establishing Causality

• Qualitative feedback and early data suggests 

incentivisation is increasing activity levels amongst hard to 

reach groups but further work is necessary.

• Started work with the centre for Behaviour Change UCL –

to design research to test our programmes.

• Reviewing current frameworks and theories of behaviour 

change intervention – Behaviour Change Wheel and 

COM-B model 

• Currently undertaking behavioural analysis and 

programme review for Active Parks
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Data:

What, 

Who & 

Why?
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Data -

What? 

• Name, Email, Postcode Mandatory

• Address & other profile data as volunteered by the participant 

such as ethnicity, age etc

• Additional Profile Data and Surveys can be incentivised

• Data can anonymised for development work and/or sharing
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Who? 

• Individual empowered to recognize value of their data 

through opt in programmes approach

• Individual can view their activity/reward history and profile 

• Programme partner and BetterPoints own data e.g. BCC

• We typically export data and reports 

• Access to Data Dashboard 

• No data is shared with third parties
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Why?

• Personalisation 

• Intervention Design 

• Behaviour Change

• Cost Savings 

• Better Lives!



Thank you.
Hannah Bowden

Programme Director

+ 44 (0)7487 680 514

Hannah.Bowden@betterpoints.uk

BetterPoints.uk

@BetterPoints

mailto:Hannah.Bowden@betterpoints.uk

